T. INTRODUCTION

,
The Mughan Steppe Archaeological Project commenced its investigation of the Mughan Steppe (Dasht-e Moghan) region of north-western Iran in 2004 with the excavation of soundings at the site of Ultan Qalasi, a fortified settlement on the south bank of the Aras (Araxes) River (Fig. 1) .1 The project has now conducted three further seasons of excavations at Ultan Qalasi, and one season of excavations at the site of Nadir Tepesi, which is a multi-period mound located in the most western part of the steppe. To improve our knowledge of the ancient landscape of the area, a short season of survey on the Mughan Steppe was also undertaken in 2005. This paper will introduce the Mughan Steppe and the work of the Mughan Steppe Archaeological Project, and outline some preliminary results from the excavations at Ultan Qalasi. The investigation of this site and its associated infrastructure make an important contribution to our understanding ofthe broader socio-political context of the southern Caucasus in the first millennium AD, and the nature of Sasanian imperial strategy in this region.
II. THE MUGHAN STEPPE: GEOGRAPHY AND LAND-USE
The Mughan Steppe is located in the north-east comer of Iranian Azerbaijan, in the northern part of Ardabil province (Fig. 1) . The northern boundary of the area is demarcated by the Aras River, which is also the boundary between Iran and the Republic of Azerbaijan in this region. The Qara Su River and Sabalan Mountains form the western and southern boundaries of the steppe respectively (Fig. 1) . The Mughan Steppe is a broad, low, flat plain with elevations ranging from around 50 to 200 m above sea level along the south bank of the Aras River, with the lowest elevations being toward the end of its course where it meets the Kura River in the Republic of Azerbaijan, which in turn flows into the Caspian Sea.?
As the river nears the Caspian Sea, the velocity of its water flow decreases, which might be caused by increases in the rate of sediment deposition. On the south bank of the Aras floodplain, the river is incised about 15 m into the steppe terrace and at the southern limits of the steppe; the terrain rises to highlands reaching an altitude of 700 m above sea level, and these ultimately continue into the Sabalan Mountain 
Fig. I. Location ojMughan Steppe and Ulton Qalasi (after Alizodeh and Ur 2007).
range near Ardabil (Fig. 1 ).3 Overall, the soils of the steppe are well-developed and suitable for agriculture, and its topographic characteristics also offer an excellent context for the development of irrigation based agriculture. The geographic and climatic attributes of the region make the Mughan Steppe suitable for utilisation as pasture land and, as will be outlined below, it appears that this was the dominant strategy of landuse between the Early Bronze Age and the Sasanian Period.' Due to these same characteristics, and the fact that it is located close to perennial water sources, the Mughan Steppe was utilised as winter pasture by various tribes during the centuries after the collapse of Sasanian Empire, and most recently by the Shahsevan tribal confcdcration.t Schweizer 1974; Tapper 1979: 23-27 Tepesi (MS-042)7 and Xantepesi (MS-OIl), which lie along the south bank of Araxes River, and Ilanli Tepesi, which is situated on the bank of Bolghar Chai in the eastern part of the steppe (Fig. I) . These sites are representative of the so-called Kura-Araxes Culture and typical Kura-Araxes ceramics, including black and grey burnished wares, were collected by a survey team from these sites. Preliminary excavations were conducted by the author at the site of Nadir Tepesi in 2007,8 and showed that Nadir Tepesi has a long sequence of occupation dating to the Early Bronze Age, comprised of more than 8 m of Kura-Araxes Culture deposits, and these are overlain by deposits dating to the twentieth century.
Prior to carrying out the survey, Sasanian period sites and landscape features on the Mughan Steppe were identified using CORONA satellite photographs and aerial images, and these were subsequently visited on the ground. It is notable that several large Sasanian settlement complexes were easily recognisable in a range of CORONA images, and analysis showed that similar settlements are present both within Iranian Mughan and in the areas to the north in the Republic of Azerbaijan. Nine of these fortified sites in Iranian Mughan were visited during the survey (Fig. 2) . Ultan Qalasi appears to have been the largest of these fortified complexes. Another large site known as Oren Kala (ancient Baylaqan),9 lies to the north-west of Ultan Qalasi, beyond the Iranian-Azerbaijani frontier (Fig.  2) . The other fortified sites are rarely more than 100 x 100 m in size. In most cases, these fortified sites had adjacent extramural areas, but most of these have been ploughed and levelled during the twentieth century AD, which makes it difficult to determine their internal 9 Ahmadov 1997. (CORONA 1110 -1154DA065. 30 May 1970 . structure through sherd distribution or topography. The ceramic collections from the surfaces of these sites do, however, have parallels in the ceramic forms found in the first phase of the stratigraphic sounding at Ultan Qalasi, which has been dated to the Sasanian period (fifth and sixth centuries AD, see below). It is also notable that these Sasanian settlement complexes were in close association with the remains of irrigation canals. The survey recovered traces of a long branching network of feeder canals stemming from the Aras River to the east of Aslanduz, and these also have evidence for links to dendritic systems from the secondary off-takes (Fig. 2) .10
The distinctive glazed ceramics that have been recovered from the Early Islamic levels excavated at Ultan Qalasi (Phase 2; see below) were oddly lacking from the surface collections made throughout the region, indicating that the region may well have been sparsely settled after the Sasanian period. There were, however, hints of earlier occupations (Parthian and Achaemenid periods) at some sites; hence it would be premature to rule out the existence of pre-Sasanian occupation at any of these sites until we have a complete ceramic sequence from the steppe and a typology of diagnostic types from all periods.
Based on results from our survey project and the excavations at Nadir Tepesi and Ultan Qalasi, it appears that with the exception of the Sa san ian period, pastoral/nomadism was the main subsistence strategy in the region from the end of the Early Bronze Age up until mid-twentieth century. Furthermore, on the basis of the identification of sites in the satellite and aerial imagery and the truthing of those sites on the ground, it appears as though there is clear evidence for a Sasanian period state-directed settlement system, which incorporated fortified settlements, adjacent extramural zones and canals that cross the steppe ( 
IV. ULTAN QALASI
The largest settlement complex on the Mughan Steppe is the site of Ultan Qalasi, which is perched on the south bank of Aras River (Fig. 3) , immediately west of Ultan village and between Parsabad and Aslandouz towns in Ardabil province (Fig. 2) . The roughly square-shaped fortified site has been known since the early nineteenth century.t-and today, its south-eastern side is 720 m in length, its north-eastern side is about 504 m, and its south-western side is about 320 m. Ultari's builders appear to have used the curving riverterrace edge to define the settlement's north-western side, which extends for 745 m. Although a defence mechanism relying on the natural defences offered by a river terrace was used in the city of Bishapur, 13 it is also possible that some of the northern parts of Ultan Qalasi have been washed away by the Aras River. None of corners of the fortification are precisely rightangled, but each points to one of the cardinal directions. Analysis of satellite images and observations on the surface suggest that there were numerous towers along the walls, and two of these have been exposed during targetted excavations. Surface observations also identified a discontinuity in the western wall, and excavations in this area have revealed a gate with semi-circular mud-brick towers on each side (Trench 9; Fig. 4 ). There is evidence in the CORONA imagery of extramural settlement south-west, south and east of this citadel (Fig. 3) .!4 Interestingly, the extramural area in the south-west of the citadel, on the terrace edge, is divided into several sectors by a network of ancient canals. The fortified part of the site, or the Citadel, is about 33 ha in size, but when the citadel and extramural area (Rabad/exterior part of city) are taken together, the site covers more than 70 ha. The extramural areas to the south were badly damaged in 1951 by an intensive irrigation scheme (Fig. 2) , and more recently, gravel extraction has disturbed the western suburban area that is visible in CORONA photographs.
One of the canals that cut through the extramural areas goes around the Citadel to form a 1110at, before flowing back into the Aras River. Traces of other canals joining the moat suggest that there was once a network of canals and subsidiaries either for irrigation or supplying water to the Ultan. During recent decades, the 1110at at the south-west side of the Citadel has been reused as part of the sewer system of a sugar factory up in the south of the steppe and a new modern canal has been constructed at that area of the site. In size and settlement morphology, Ultan Qalasi is very similar to its contemporary fortress at Oren Qala (ancient Beylaqan), which also lay on a long canal coming from the Aras.r>
lV I. Excavations
Excavations at Ultan Qalasi were prioritised due to the threat of damage and destruction by modern development in the area and the action of the Aras River. The excavations that were carried out under the aegis of the Mughan Steppe Archaeological Project took place with the initial aims of establishing the periods of occupations of the site and investigating the gate(s) of the citadel.ts ln order to understand the site's stratigraphy and to build a chronological sequence of its occupation, one modest sized (2 x 6 m) test trench (Trench I) was excavated (Fig. 5) , and the preliminary results of this will be outlined here. Trench I was placed on top ofa section cut through the south-western fortifications of the citadel by a bulldozer (Fig. 5) . The trench is located at E 47" 45' 15", N 39' 36' 24", and at a height of73 m above sea level, and is close to the western corner of the Citadel (A).17
The trench was excavated to a depth of more than 5 m to virgin soil and contained materials from the earliest phases of the site (Figs. 6-7) . There were four major phases revealed in Trench I, and these have been numbered I to 4, from bottom to top. Phase I is comprised of the dark brown mud-brick wall of the earliest fortification and related layers, while Phase 2 comprised the upper/new fortifications (Fig. 7) . Phase 3 consisted of structures built inside the Phase 2 mud-brick wall (Fig. 8) , and Phase 4 was comprised of surface deposits.
The Phase I wall was preserved to nearly a height of 5 m, and the bricks were all broadly similar in size, with dimensions of between 38 x 38 x 10 ern and 43 x 43 x 10 ern, with some bricks being 40 x 32 x 10 em. During its earliest phase of occupation, there is evidence that Ultan Qalasr's inhabitants encountered two major floods of the Aras River (Fig. 9 ). The Phase 2 wall was made of bricks of similar though slightly smaller dimensions, ranging from 25 x 25 x 10 em to 38 x 38 x 8 cm. The mud-brick fortifications of Phase 2 were constructed atop the deposits of the second Rood event. In Phase 3. an enigmatic small construction was built atop the interior face of the lower (Phase I) fonifications (see Fig. 6 ).
ered from each phase are truly representative of the range of \ essels that were being used during anyone chronological period. Nex ertheless. the ceramic material that was recov ercd provides a basis for attributing the know n stratigraphic phases to specific chronological periods. A total of 450 sherds were collected from Trench 1. Because the upper pan of the second wall was destroyed by the bulldozer cut and its associated layers were disturbed and mixed with top soil materials. the ceramics found below loci 12 15 have been
IV1. Ceramics
The ceramic collection from Trench I was relatively small. and due to the limited size of the sounding. it cannot be assumed that the pottery as emblages recov - 
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... of Tal-i Malyan,t? Qaleh-i Yazdigird-'' and Takht-i Suleirnan.n Two types of decoration were used on the ceramic vessels: relief and incised decoration.
IV.3. Chronology
The limited ceramic assemblages and recently obtained radiocarbon dates from Trench 1 attest to occupation of the site in the Sasanian period. Phase I appears to date from the early decades of f fth century (OxA-18082, AD 418-548 and OxA-18081, AD 420-548 Fig. 14 and Table I ). Phase 2 as identified in Trench I will be better studied through investigating the evidence from Trench 9, which revealed the gate/ entrance of the citadel described above (Fig. 4)23 The radiocarbon date for Phase 2 from Trench I has. however, been supported by numismatic evidence. A fter lab analysis for cleaning patinas, a copper coin which was found in Trench 9 next to the left tower of the western gate (in a level of fill and not exactly on the floor), was shown to be adorned with Kufic Arabic writing in three lines saying "/a i/aha illalah, wahdahu /a sharika /ah"24 (see Fig. 15 ). On the basis of inscription typology, and considering the historical context for the appearance of this type of phrase on coins, it suggests a date around the first-second centuries of the Islamic period (AD seventh-eighth centuriesj.t> The chronology of the third phase is not clear because of a lack of stratified cultural material. However, based on some ceramic types and their parallels, it is likely to date to the Seljuq period.
The earliest phase at Ultan Qalasi (Phase I) has thus far only been exposed in Trench I, and the nature of the earliest occupation in other areas of the site remains unknown. The surviving height of the early wall (more than 5 m) and the dates from the associated floor levels indicate that this substantial first phase should be dated to the mid-fifth century AD. The fact that this earliest fort encountered two big floods of Aras River during its life indicates that the Aras River bed may well have been higher than it is at present, and establishing when the Aras River started to downcut into its present channel would provide insight into both the development of the site and the transfonnation of the Mughan Steppe's landscape. r: 5, Atmospheric data from Reimer et ol. (2009) . 23 In the third season of excavations. we opened three more trenches (T7. T8 and T9) between earlier T3 and T5 in the western side of the gate and T4 and T6 in the east em side. These new trenches are not seen in Fig. 4. 14 I should thank Mr Abdallah Qouchani for his kind help in identifying Kufic characters. reading the inscriptions and dating the coin. This was very helpful in our earliest understanding of the chronology of the site. especially before we had the Carbon 14 dates. 
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Epigraphic documentation for historic period settlement in Mughan is rather sparse. But the archaeological investigations in the western Mughan Steppe>' in Iran and the eastern Mughan and Mil Steppe regions in Azerbaijan?" indicate that there are many Sasanian sites, which are mostly fortified and lie along ancient canals. While the sites of Ultan Qalasi and Oren Kala are particularly large, most of the other sites have modest fortified components that are rarely as much as 100 x 100 m in size, and some are closer to a qU311er of thaI.
In the Sasanian division of the world into "Iran" and "Non-Iran", Balasagan (most likely the ancient designation for the Mughan Steppe) and the lands of the southern Caucasus were considered to be 110n-Iranian or aneriin.28 Balasagan was a generally stable vassal kingdom within the Sasanian Empire, but was occasionally caught up in intrigues between Albania, Armenia and the Sasanian state.~9 Sasanians in this area and the Caucasus can be studied through both written sources such as Shapuhr I's Ka 'be-ve Zard- Ahmadov 1997 . 2~Frye 1963 : 206: Gignoux 1986 : Marquart 1931 . 29 Chaumont 1985 1989. osht (Naqsh-e Rustarn in southern Iran) inscriprions-e and the archaeological evidence found in excavations and surveys of the Derbend fortifications, Baylaqan and the Gilgil Chay Project.r During the later Sasanian period, it appears that the Mughan Steppe and other areas of the Caucasus and Transcaucasia were formally colonised by the Sasanians, who established the fortification and irrigation systems described above.P
The establishment of Ultan Qalasr, with its regular layout, strong fortifications, surrounding moat and network of irrigation canals, and the other fortified centres on the Mughan Steppe, and the construction of an irrigation system to link these settlements, appears to have taken place within a short period of time and thus bears the hallmarks of a state-sponsored project. It is in many ways logical to assume that such massive projects could only be achieved during a period of protracted peace, and this notion has led many scholars to attribute this project to Khusro I (AD 531-79), or Khusro Anushirawan ("of immortal soul").» However, archaeological investigations in frontier areas such as Darband, Besh Barmaq and Gilgi1chay in the Caucasus>' and the Gurzan and Tammishe Walls in the north-east of lran" have shown that kings before Khusro I, including Shapuhr 11(AD 309-79) and Yazdigerd II (AD 438-57) were also engaged in securing frontiers through the construction of massive defensive walls, establishing planned cities, and irrigation canal systems for agriculture, and large population movements.
Based on the archaeological evidence and the recently obtained radiocarbon dating results (Table I) , I would argue that the socio-political situation during the reign ofYazdigerd II (AD 438-57) in the middle of the fifth century was suitable for such a construction project. Based on archaeological evidence in the Caucasus at sites such as Darband, Gilgilchay, Besh Barmaq walls, Torpaq Qala (Shahristan-i Yazdigerd), and other Sasanian sites and fortifications in the north-eastern parts of the Sasanian Empire, it appears that Yazdigerd 30 See for instance Lukonin 1983: 730. 31 See Ahmadov 1997; Aliev et {II. 2006 : Gadjiev 1997 : 2008 Gadzhiev and Kasumova 2006; Kettenhofen 1996 : Kudriavtsev 1982 1993. 32 Bosworth 1990: 2. 33 Ahmadov 1997 : 21-22: Alizadeh and Ur 2007 : 154: Frye 1977 II endeavoured to found cities, and construct ditches (khandaq) and defensive walls in this region.re
In the early years of the rule ofYazdgerd II (AD 438-57), the focus shifted to the east and battling what the sources call the Kushans, probably the Huns. Yazdgerd 11 was stationed in Khurasan for some time until he was able to secure the eastern flank of the empire, and Bactria came under the control of the Sasanians. He then moved towards Armenia and Albania, as the defence of the Caucasus from the Huns moving westward was imperative, a campaign which also involved the Romans.s"
Although there is a strong possibility that Sasanian settlement expansion in Mughan Steppe occurred during the reign of Yazdigerd 11, it is known that other Sasanian kings such as Kawad/Qobad I and Khusro I Anushirawan (AD 531-79) also carried out large-scale projects. To achieve all such projects, labour investment was critical. According to Adams,38 labour resources had a great place in Sasanian policy for infrastructure of the country, in addition to Sasanian armies. Population was obviously a significant issue and has an important place in planning and structuring city-building and irrigation construction, particularly in terms of the labour required for the construction of these massive features their maintenance, and the intensification of agriculture that was both facilitated and required. According to Boserups-? widely cited theory of the systematic relationship between population growth and agricultural intensification, an irrigation strategy can be a response to population pressure, and the adoption of irrigation should have enabled Mughan Steppe farmers to support a larger population by increasing the amount of crop yield per hectare of cultivated land. However, given the apparent lack of permanent settlement in the pre-Sasanian period it appears that the irrigation system on the Mughan Steppe was not an indigenous solution to subsistence problems, rather it was an imposition by central government; essentially a top-down phenomenon.t?
Our knowledge about local subsistence before and at the time of the Sasanian land-development project is nonetheless limited. There are some hints about nomadic groups on the Iranian Plateau during the 36 Aliev et al. 2006 : 144. 175: Kettenhofen 1996 Kudriavtsev 1993:23 . 37 Daryaee 2009: 23. 38 Adams 2006: 22-23 . 39 Boserup 2005. -to Thurston and Fisher 2007: 6. period of the Sasanian Empire, but there is no evidence for the situation on the Mughan Steppe .
• '
The establishment of a massive irrigation system following the same pattern as in Mesopotamia and Khuzestan might have been a new and unique experiment for both the Sasanian Empire and the pre-existing population of Mughan, and probably required engineers and skillful labourers in order to get these projects done.
According to some sources, particularly the Khuday-ruimeh, large-scale population transfers were a significant part of the colonisation programme of the Sasanian Empire. In several cases we are informed about population transfers in which "people from the East" were settled in Hisar-Shapuhr, while ] 2.000
Iranians were brought by Shapuhr II to Nisibis, and systematic deportation of captives followed various wars. In his inscription at Naqsh-e Rustam, Shapuhr I states that he brought Roman captives and "non-Iranians" to Fars, Parthia, Khuzistan and Mesopotamia and resettled them in areas under direct government control 42 Morony argues that because oflabour shortages caused by drought, famine, disease and warfare, the Sasanian Empire needed to deport the population of conquered cities such as Dara, Apamea, etc. and repopulate the above-mentioned regions.» The construction of the fortified structures and irrigation networks on the Mughan Steppe would have required skillful labour and engineers. Given the population redistribution policy of the Sasanian Empire. it is very likely that one of the destinations of deportees may have been the Mughan Steppe. The entire settled population of the Mughan Steppe need not have been brought by the state from outside, and some of the required labour could have been secured through settling the transhumant/pastoral nomadic groups who lived in the region. Either way. these construction projects undoubtedly disrupted the subsistence practices of the transhumant/pastoral nomadic groups. It appears that the Islamic conquest of the southeastern Caucasus region did not impact on the irrigation system that made use of the river-terrace edge. and the excavations at Ultan Qalasi show that its fortifications continued in use. The soundings to date are too small to present a broad picture, but Islamic historians of the tenth century describe a city (knO\I'O as Warthan) as a bustling economic centre with a large mosque outside the city walls.t! On the northern side of the Aras, the city of Baylaqan also remained an important centre." However, the 80 km long irrigation system which ran along the edge of the uplands appears not to have survived far beyond the late Sasanian period. The Mughan Steppe Archaeological Project survey recovered none of the Islamic sherds which characterise the upper phases of the soundings at Ultan Qalasi on these fortified settlement complexes that lie along the southern edge of the plain. The same seems to have occurred with the irrigation canals and fortified towns that have been explored in the surveys of the Mil Steppe to the north of Aras River and the eastern Mughan Steppe in the Republic of Azerbaijun.se
The surveys and excavations of the Mughan Steppe Archaeological
Project are providing new insight into the strategies used by the Sasanian Empire in dominating and maintaining frontier regions. The stratigraphic and chronological evidence from Trench I at Ultan Qalasi suggests that the citadel was most likely founded around the mid-fifth century AD and remained occupied until the Early Islamic period, at least until the early eighth century, Although Trench I revealed good evidence for the development of the site and its chronological sequence, a single small trench is obviously insufficient for determining the stratigraphy of such a large site, and future excavations will establish the nature of the stratigraphy in di fferent areas of the site. In addition, Trench I will be expanded to the inner side of the Citadel in order to obtain more material from the earliest and also the upper phases, which had been damaged by the bulldozer. Although there are clear spatial relationships between the fortifications and the canal systems, the relationship between the two is also an obvious area for further investigation.
At present. it is clear that Ultan Qalasi was subjected to two big floods of the Aras River during its life. The second flood, which appears to date to the late Sasanian period, was more destructive, and led to the construction of a second citadel wall to reinforce and secure the inner city. It was presumably after the construction of this second wall that the city faced the Muslim Conquest. We do not know under what conditions and for how long exactly the city survived after the political and military collapse of the Sasanian Empire. but based on the architectural remains and the 44 Le Strange 1905: 176. 45 Bosworth 1990. 
